OVERVIEW & MAIN SCREEN: WAITING FOR CALL. This screen appears when you have not pressed any button for 10 seconds, or when you press SET.
Month of this year.
1 = January

Flashing NEW =
The phone number
history count has
increased, and you
have not yet seen the
new phone number(s).

Day of this month.
27 = 27th

1M

27D

12:22

NEW

This year, or the number that
is calling right now, or the
phone number in the history
that is currently being shown,
or the length of time of the
current outgoing call.

03

IN

Phone number history
count: How many different
phone numbers have called
so far. 3 = there are
presently three different
phone numbers in the
history. This number will
increase over time.

MON

2014
Remove the currently
displayed number from the
history or blacklist.
SET

OUT

BLACKLIST

<
Confirm choice or
return to main screen.

Showing received calls in the
phone number history
count.

Time now.

Show dialled numbers
instead of received
ones.

REMOVE

>

Browse call history.
> means show newer calls to
older ones, < means show
older to newer.

Show phone numbers in
blacklist, or blacklist the
currently displayed phone
number.

REVIEW AND REMOVE FROM BLACKLIST
Blocked a number by mistake? Press BLACKLIST button, then:
Count of phone
numbers in blacklist.

00 01
Example phone
number.

01234XXXXXX

SET

OUT

BLACKLIST

REMOVE

Go to main screen.
<

>

Browse phone numbers in
blacklist.

Remove this number from
the blacklist. The screen will
say “DEL”, then the next
number in the blacklist will
be shown. Press SET to
continue and return to the
main screen.

REVIEW RECEIVED PHONE NUMBER HISTORY.
Press > to see phone numbers in the history. The history is the phone numbers that are known to the call blocker so far.
Showing received calls.

Padlock: This number
is in the blacklist.

1M

27D

12:22

NEW REP

03

IN

MON

NEW: This is a new
number.

01234XXXXXX

REP: Repeat. If
displayed, this number
has called before.

SET

OUT

Press BLACKLIST to add the currently
shown number to the blacklist of
unwanted callers. The display will say
“SAVE” then “SUCCEED”, then the
Padlock will appear so this number
cannot call again. Other numbers in
the history will not be affected.

BLACKLIST

<

REMOVE

>

Position in history.
03 = This is the third phone
number in the history. Press
> to see the second phone
number in the history. At
the end of the list, it will
read 00 and --END --. Press
> again to go to the
beginning ie 3. The phone
numbers are displayed in
the order in which they
called.

